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Summary.
-Two propositions o] Bremekamp i'a the ]ield o] integral equatious are revisited. Their common base is showqv to be an elegant reciprocal relation between a pair o] integral equations o] Volterra type.
While browsing through the war issues for the Problem Section of the Dutch ~athematical Society, I came across the following two propositions by BRE~EKAMP [1] :
is an odd, twice differentiable function on the reals and . t
At the time, both propositions were proved independently by the proposer and two other Dutch m~them~ticians [2, 3] . From Bremekump's proof of proposition 1 it is cle,~r why g(x), and consequently G(x), were to be odd functions of x. It is also 
that are odd functions of both x and t under either of two boundury conditions:
In the cgse (a) the solution can be represented as (5) and in the cause (b) as
u(x, t)= ½fG(t ÷ y)Jo(~/~) dy .
Either solution is unique, by Cauchy-Kowalewski, and they are both zero on the x and t axes. When they are identified~ the values of ut(x, O) and u~(O, t) can be recovered from (6) and (5) in that order, leading to the pair of relations
On replacing t by x and then substituting y=xsin~v, eqs. (7) and (8) transform into eqs. (2) and (1)~ respectively. To repeat, if one of these equations is true, then so is the other. In the same way, one could prove the converse of proposition 2. That is, if F(x) is a:n even, twice differentiable function on the reals, then eq. (3) follows from eq. (4). However, proposition 2 is not very interesting at ~ll, because in essence it is not different from proposition 1. To convince oneself of this, it is sufficient to integrate by parts in eqs. (2), respectively. Although this equivalence was noticed by VA~ VEE~ [3] , he preferred to give a direct proof of propo-sition 2 because he felt that invoking the smoothness conditions on ](x) and g(x) might be somewhat troublesome. On the other hand, both he and VA~¢ HASSELT [2] remarked that integrability of ]'(x) or g~(x), instead of the existence of f'(x) or g'~(x), was sufficient for the propositions to hold.
All's well that ends well but~ in my opinion, the heart of the problem underlying the two propositions of Bremekamp is an elegant reciprocal relation between ~ pair of integral equations of Volterra type, namely, 
r,,, zl(gx-). F(x) = ](x) ÷ ~jzty) vs_y
ay.
0
The first of these equations can be derived from eq. (7) an interesting result already known to Ya~ HASSEL~ [2] .
An alternative proof that eq. (9) is solved by eq. (10) was given by BOERSl~IA [4] using the IJaplace-transform technique.
A final remark is that the pair of reciprocal pure integral equations (9) and (10) is completely equivalent to the following set of reciprocal differential-integral equations, also given by So~* [5] : where the coefficients a~ do not depend on x.
